SUBJECT: REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL PERFORMANCE OF EXPERT PROFESSIONAL COST ESTIMATING AND SCHEDULING SERVICES INDEFINITE QUANTITY SERVICES CONTRACTS (IQC) FOR FEDERALLY FUNDED MAJOR CAPITAL PROJECTS ON AN “AS NEEDED” BASIS DURING 2019 THROUGH 2022 (RFP# 57732) - ADDENDUM # 3

Dear Sir or Madam,

1) The following questions were received from a Request for Proposals (RFP) recipients(s). The questions and the corresponding Authority answers are provided for your information and use, as appropriate.

**Question 1:** Under Section I – Proposer Requirements it says firms shall have a minimum ten (10) combined cost estimating and scheduling professionals, is that requirement just for the Prime or can the ten professionals include subconsultants (i.e. DBE Firm)?

**Answer 1:** Firms can also include subconsultants to meet the minimum qualifications requirement under Proposer Requirements - Section I-B.

**Question 2:** To be acceptable, the Proposal must not exceed twenty (20) single sided pages (or ten (10) double sided pages, using a 12 point or greater font size. The page limit excludes resumes and tab dividers and pertains only to paragraphs E (Staff Qualifications and Relevant Experience), F (Firm Qualifications and Relevant Experience), and G (Management Approach) in Section III below. Each resume shall be two-pages maximum, single-sided or one-page double-sided, using a 12 point or greater font size. The page limits set forth in this Section pertain only to Letters F and G in Section III, below.

**Answer 2:** The page limit excludes resumes and tab dividers and pertains only to paragraphs E (Staff Qualifications and Experience), F (Firm Qualifications and Experience), and G (Management Approach) in Section III – Proposal Submission Requirements.

If you have any questions, please contact Mr. Thomas Lal, Sr. Contract Specialist, at TLAL@panynj.gov

Sincerely,

Joann Spirito
Manager, Construction/ Federal Procurement & Compliance
Procurement Department